Corporate Finance Analyst role

Overview
• London Bridge Capital is an independent corporate finance advisory firm offering the full range of
corporate finance services including private debt markets, debt and ratings advisory, M&A advisory,
equity fund raising and corporate restructuring
• Our core focus on the Energy & Infrastructure sector, supporting clients’ sustainable growth
strategies
• We are looking to hire an analyst to assist members of the team in all aspects of deal execution;
research, financial analysis and modelling; driving and supporting the Directors with business
development initiatives
• Usually working as part of a small client team, this is an opportunity to work directly with some
leading senior corporate finance professionals in London
• It is also a role where you will gain meaningful client exposure (including at board level) and take on
significant transaction responsibility at an earlier stage than at larger independent corporate finance
firms or investment banks
• There is excellent training and development, working with senior professionals with strong corporate
finance experience
• Location: flexible, mainly working from home at present
Your role
Key Functions and Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support the deal team leads in both origination and execution of transactions
Undertake sector and client research to a high standard
Financial modelling, capital structuring and equity valuations
Familiarity with the function and pricing of bonds, bond markets
Maintain databases of both debt and equity information from various sources
Assist with the execution of transactions eg engagement materials, due diligence, and transaction
documentation
Maintain strong regulatory and risk management skills operating with the authorised framework of
the firm

Candidate Profile / Key Skills
The successful applicant will be a self-starter, highly motivated and have a strong analytical mind-set, with
an excellent attention for detail while, at the same time, being a confident communicator. The candidate
should be comfortable working in a relatively small entrepreneurial environment, be curious to learn and
able to grasp new concepts quickly and incisively.
Essential professional skills for the role:
• Organised and disciplined in managing multiple workflows
• Bachelor’s degree in finance, economics or maths
• Strong Excel skills and financial modelling experience are essential
• Excellent verbal and written communication skills
• Able to prepare written presentations to a high standard, using Word and PowerPoint
• Legal right to work in the UK
The following skills/experience would also be beneficial, although are not essential:
• Prior work experience in corporate finance and/or Debt Capital Markets
• Experience/insight of the Energy & Infrastructure sector
• An understanding of Sustainable Finance
• Experience of working with Bloomberg
• Any other financial qualifications eg CFA/ACT etc
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London Bridge Capital
• London Bridge Capital is an independent corporate finance advisory firm offering the full range of
corporate finance services including private debt markets, debt and ratings advisory, M&A advisory,
equity fund raising and corporate restructuring
• Our clients include some of the largest infrastructure corporates and funds, both in the UK and
Europe
• We are differentiated from other firms in our approach to clients; our team encompasses both
corporate finance expertise, combined with deep industrial knowledge and experience
• We offer strategic and commercial corporate finance advice and management support, combined
with superior execution capability

Remuneration will be competitive for a Junior Analyst position, based on both fixed compensation and bonus
potential dependent upon the company’s results.
Please provide a covering letter expressing your interest in the role, along with an up-to-date CV to
matt.swabey@londonbridgecapital.com by 19th May 2021.
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